Abstract. In this paper, a delay for the guided artillery shells in response to the instruction control mechanism designed to compensate autopilot elastomer damping. For the cross-coupling effects generated periodically roll pitch and yaw between channels, combined with PI controller design decoupling control algorithm, establish missile mathematical model solved for the transfer function of pitch and yaw direction, determine the damping range combined with the root locus method, design autopilot simulation, use PID control combined with feedforward compensator design Guided Projectile decoupling control system. This approach simplifies the controller, improve the quality of the transition process, improve maneuverability elastomer itself and realize the strong coupling system guided projectile decoupling. After numerical analysis, and in the case of strong coupling perturbation parameters, autopilot and control methods have rapid response capability and robustness characteristics and achieve decoupling, the system meet the system performance requirements.
Introduction
Guided projectile is an important direction of development of weapons systems, however, it is a strongly coupled nonlinear multivariable complex system. At home and abroad to roll shells decoupling control conducted in-depth research. The initial decoupling control method is an approximate method rotary shells lateral movement based on linear system theory [1] , then Yuan Zaihuai [2] use coupled in series compensator decoupling method. After Yanxiao Yong et al [3] [4] by analysing the instruction compensation decoupling, multivariable frequency domain limitations and effectiveness of decoupling, designed the pre-compensation methods. Ruisheng Sun et al [5] using a matrix of mathematical methods decoupling compensation.
In this paper, the root locus method [6] strike damping, design damping control loop to improve the dynamic response characteristics of projectile, determining the degree of coupling systems, design the feed forward compensation decoupling of pitch and yaw channels, which use the PID control algorithm, combined with feed-forward compensator design a guided projectile decoupling control system. Through simulation, the designed controller can parameter perturbations and the case of strong coupling, to achieve fast and accurate tracking of instruction.
Guided artillery shells kinetic equation

Dynamics model.
Guided artillery shells motion model is very complex nonlinear time-varying model for the study brought greater inconvenience. To facilitate the analysis and applications, we need to be linearized equations of motion. After the introduction of the assumptions of linear kinetic equations are as follows 
ab are aerodynamic parameters, each of which specific definition in Ref. [7] 2.2 Establish guided artillery shells coupling transfer function.
Disturbance of shells equations of motion (1) Laplace transform, the original function becomes image function, after finishing can be written in the form of a matrix equation 
Without considering the impact of cross-linking, input system is equivalent to the pitch and yaw rudder angle   ,   the output pitch and yaw angle and
Autopilot design.
Closed-loop transfer function typical feedback control system is
Converted to the form of the Bernoulli equation can be written as References relative gain judging the coupling system, for steady-state matrix expression dual input and output of the system is ( )
Designing the feed forward compensation decoupling control system. control system which instruction is pitch rudder angle   and yaw rudder angle   , the system output is the pitch angle  and yaw angle  : Figure 2 . Feedforward compensation method decoupling control system structure. Design PI controller, an improved Ziegler-Nichols method [9] for parameter tuning. The output signal of the controller is
In summary, by the formula (8) and (9) together form a feed-forward compensation decoupling PID control system, which implements the coupling system for dual-input dual-output decoupling.
Example simulation
Now with a guided artillery shells numerical simulation example. Design damping control loop and autopilot structure and give it a unit step command signal, observe the corresponding rocking angular velocity, angle of attack and other output conditions, specifically as shown in Figure 3 . 
Conclusion
In this paper, the dynamic characteristics of the spin shells damping compensation itself, constitute autopilot to improve the quality of its transition. And analysis of a method for decoupling guided artillery shells cross-coupling effect generated periodically roll pitch and yaw between channels. Through simulation, decoupling control system is to verify that it enables accurate tracking of instructions when there is a strong coupling and parameter perturbations, and with rapid response capability and robustness characteristics, it can meet the actual needs of the project.
